INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO LINKS

**Video Links:** Escape shown, Fiesta, Fusion and Transit Connect is similar.

- **Procedure A** – Initial Disassembly and Preparation for Inspection
- **Procedure B** – Inspection and Check Sheet Completion
- **Procedure C** – Battery Tray Modification – Escape and Transit Connect vehicles only
- **Procedure D** – Coolant Stand-pipe Wire Harness Installation
- **Procedure E** – Instrument Panel Cluster (IPC) Reprogramming
- **Procedure F** – Turbocharger Wire Harness Taping
- **Procedure H** – Engine Coolant Bypass Valve Replacement
- **Procedure I** – Coolant Hose Replacement
- **Procedure J** – Coolant Stand-pipe, Degas Bottle and Cap Installation
- **Procedure K** – Battery B+ Cable Routing Inspection and Retention – Escape vehicles only
- **Procedure L** – Vehicle Reassembly, PCV Tube Retention, and PCM Reprogramming